Charlotte Wilkinson aims to accelerate learner outcomes and student achievement by
enhancing teacher effectiveness through the delivery of ongoing, high-quality
professional development.
I have worked alongside Charlotte as the Lead Teacher of Mathematics in my school
over the past two years. I have found her delivery of the Professional Development to
be effective in driving accountability and raising the teachers’ awareness of their own
teaching practice and pedagogical knowledge in mathematics.
Charlotte observes each teachers practice followed by a reflective discussion where
together they set the teachers next steps and learning goals in their own professional
development. The subsequent visits build on the previous observations and goals.
Charlotte’s style of modelling for teachers is practical and accessible as she explores
the students thinking through questioning. This practice increases instructional
productivity which accelerates student progress.
Sherryl Gomm

Awapuni School

Thanks Charlotte for continuing to provide thoughtful, valuable and stimulating
articles and resources. I look forward to each edition of Wilkie Way. I love how you
construct suitable and topical problem solving at several levels, it sparks off new
ideas and thinking for how I can apply this in my teaching ... with New Entrants. The
games you have developed are awesome too. I have just had a fixed term NE job at a
school where there were ample Wilkie Way games. Great ... and so much easier than
having to make them all myself!
Keep up the challenge to our maths teaching.
Sue Nelson (happy recipient of your Wilkie
Way newsletter and attender of your Preschool - School: transition in mathematics
course)

Thanks for another thought provoking and informative workshop yesterday. At both
courses that I have attended with you I have come away feeling maths is my main
interest in teaching, just a shame I can't do it all day.
Annette McWatters

The team were most impressed with all the information given and resources shown
and found clarification for aspects discussed greatly in the past - counting on fingers
especially.
We are about to place an order for materials to expand our resources and are all sure
the students we work with will benefit as a result of your workshop.
SLS teachers’ South Auckland

Thanks a lot for the great PD on Friday. I loved it. It is the first time I've really
enjoyed maths! Think it was because I managed to get most of your problem solving
activities correct and I beat some others to the answers! Now I know how children
feel.
Otonga School

We (4 of us) found the workshops very useful and as always we find Charlotte's
approach to Mathematics learning is clear and logical and easily followed.
Aria School

We enjoyed the session and got a lot of ideas to try. We fed back to the rest of the
Prep school the importance of application of knowledge, Place Value and multiplication
strategies and knowledge. A worthwhile afternoon.”
St Peter’s Cambridge

“loved the concept of the workshop, the personal learning about numbers and

maths.”
Got a lot of value and insight from your workshops.
Raglan Area School

Fantastic PD today thanks Charlotte, as a beginning teacher starting into my 4th
term, I feel after today I can see the light at the end of the tunnel for Maths Planningthose resources are AMAZING!!
Please also add me to your newsletter list
Te Wharau School

Thanks so much for an outstanding day of maths PD. The staff were just buzzing!
They have had a reflection and all want continued maths PD for next year.
Wainui Beach

